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Speech and language impairment 

Definition 

A speech and language impairment is a significant limitation in language ability that is not 

accompanied by other language learning difficulties such as hearing impairment, intellectual disability 

and neurological (brain) damage. 

A learner with speech and language impairment may experience difficulties with any or all aspects 

of speech and language, from moving muscles that control speech to the ability to use or understand 

language. 

Aspects affected may include: 

• speech apparatus (muscle coordination); 

• phonology (sounds that make up language); 

• intonation (the rhythm of the way we speak); 

• semantics (the meaning of words and sentences); 

• syntax/grammar (the way words combine in sentences); 

• pragmatics (how language is used in different situations). 

Within these forms of speech and language impairment, the learner may have difficulties in 

understanding language (receptive/comprehension difficulties) or in using language (expressive 

difficulties) or a combination of both. 

Impact on training and assessment 

The training environment requires learners to communicate in different forms (e.g. spoken, signed 

written, etc.) and with a range of communication partners (e.g. teacher to learner, learner to learner, 

learner to teacher, textbook to learner). As a result, learners with a speech and language impairment 

may experience difficulties with: 

• problem solving; 

• concentration and attention; 

• participating in group activities; 

• developing a positive self-concept; 
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• adequate literacy and numeracy skills; 

• expressing needs, abilities and interests; 

• understanding and expressing information; 

• relating to others, including teachers and peers. 

Delivery and assessment strategies 

The following strategies are suggestions. Each student with a speech and language impairment will 

have their own individual support and learning needs and it’s recommended as a first step, that you 

ask them and/or their family or support network (if such a network is present and accessible) what 

the best ways to support their learning is.  

When liaising with anyone other than the student directly, ensure you maintain confidentiality, as per 
TAFE Queensland Privacy Policy.  

Presenting and communicating information 

• Offer a flexible delivery mode and program structure, including use of electronic media where 

appropriate. 

• Use picture material, visual cues, demonstrations and gestures to break up speech when 

presenting information. 

• Ensure reading lists and handouts are available early in the program. 

• Provide lesson notes prior to training delivery (electronic and/or hard copy). 

• Preview new topics and demonstrate how new materials link to previous work. 

• Restate or emphasise key points. 

• Slow presentation rate, allowing time for learners to formulate responses or questions. 

• Provide additional time to copy material from whiteboard and take notes. 

• Request feedback from the learner as you move through a learning activity to check their 

comprehension and adjust your speed as required – try alternative words or phrases. 

• Provide glossaries or word lists specific to the training material. 

Utilising technology to maximize student engagement 

• A reader/scribe can assist learners with reading and writing material. 

• Learning materials and information can be converted into formats that are accessible for the 

learner e.g. audio files (such as MP3 format), Braille (a tactile reading and writing 

code, which is read using the fingers) or large print. 
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• Screen reading software such as Job Access With Speech (JAWS) reads electronic material 

aloud to the user. It provides audible access to electronic information, software applications 

and the internet. 

• Electronic magnification devices are available in portable, transportable, desktop and laptop 

based forms. They magnify or scan print based materials and objects. 

• Magnification software (e.g. Microsoft Magnifier, ZoomText) enlarges the whole computer 

screen including text and application buttons / navigation. 

• Anti-glare screens and reducing the brightness or changing the contrast of computer screens 

can benefit. 

• Connect (also referred to as Desire2Learn) has numerous options to increase accessibility to 

information provided within Connect. Options such as screen readers, keyboard-only 

navigation, colour contrast accessibility features and zooming options are all available within 

Connect. Educators can access information about these options at 

https://connect.tafeqld.edu.au/shared/help/student/content/en/Accessibility.html. 

• Audio recording of training delivery or note taking (a person or digital note taker such as the 

Neo Notetaker) to assist learners with handwriting difficulties and / or with mishearing and 

misquoting. 

• A Disability Coach or Disability Support Worker can assist the learner with planning and 

organizing. The benefit to requesting a Disability Coach/Support Worker is that they may be 

able to look holistically at the support and learning needs of the student and provide some 

helpful ideas regarding software, or education strategies to help increase the student’s 

understanding, participation and engagement. 

All of the delivery strategies may be of assistance for assessment 

• Utilise a variety of assessment methods to give learners maximum opportunity to demonstrate 

their skills and knowledge (e.g. slide presentations, verbal assessment/oral report, 

demonstration and taped interviews). 

• Give learners additional time to complete assessments, if needed. 

• Use multiple choice and short answer questions instead of long answer questions wherever 

possible. 

• Provide time for learners to look over instructions and questions before the assessment begins 

so that learners can have their queries addressed. 
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Further Resources 

• Australian Disability Clearing House on Education and Training, http://www.adcet.edu.au/ 
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